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where ĉm,n =
p
m+ n/

p
2n = R + r and d̂m,n =

p
m/

p
2n. By comparison, the epicycloid traced

by the path of the point (a+ R + r, 0), generated by rolling of a circle with radius r on the fixed
circle of radius R centered at the origin, can be parametrized by

⌘R,r,a(u) =

✓
(R + r) cosu+ a cos

⇣R + r

r
u
⌘
, (R + r) sin u+ a sin

⇣R + r

r
u
⌘◆

.

Hence, if we set a = d̂m,n, then |[�m,n] is obtained by rotating the epicycloid by ⇡/2 about the
origin.

Figure 2. Left: the Lagrangian projection ↵3,5 of pH � �3,5. Its turning number is 2,
and there are fifteen ordinary double points, each with intersection index �1. Right: the
epicycloid obtained inverting ↵3,5 with respect to the origin.

2. mKdV-type Flows for Legendrian Curves

2.1. Symplectic Structure. Recall that PL denotes the space of regular periodic parametrized
Legendrian curves � : R ! S3 with period L and with x as parameter. Away from the subset
of constant loops (which form a singular manifold homeomorphic to S3) this space PL has the
structure of an infinite-dimensional manifold.2 We begin by characterizing its tangent spaces.

Lemma 6. Assume � 2 PL and let p�(x, t) be a variation of �, i.e., p�(x, t) is smooth, belongs to
PL for every fixed t (for|t| su�ciently small) and p�(x, 0) = �(x). Then the variation vector field
along � is a vector field of the following form

@p�(x, t)
@t

�����
t=0

:= V = p�x + q(i�x) + r(i�),

where p, q, r are real-valued L-periodic functions of x satisfying rx = 2qh�x, �xi.
Proof. We compute

@/@t
��
t=0

hp�x, p�i = hVx, �i+ h�x,Vi
= h(px + iqx)�x + rx(i�) + (p+ iq)�xx + r(i�x), �i+ h�x, (p+ iq)�x + r(i�)i
= irxh�, �i+ (p+ iq)h�xx, �i+ (p� iq)h�x, �xi,

2See Lerario and Mondino [18], where a Hilbert manifold structure is discussed, and Haller and Vizman [12],
where it is proven that the space of weighted Legendrian knots in a contact 3-manifold is a co-adjoint orbit of the
group of contact di↵eomorphisms, endowed with a Freéchet manifold structure.
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The lifts of parallels at rational heights are torus knots in the 3-sphere




















